
[Music] ♩Glen Miller - In The Mood ♩ 

 

Hello! And welcome to VE day dance 

My name's AJ, this is Emily 

And we're going to take you through a step-by-step guide 

of a VE day of swing dance. 

 

The first thing you're going to need is someone else you 

can work with. 

It could be anyone else in your household, make sure you 

stay safe. 

 

Secondly, you need to find a space in your house or in 

your garden maybe 

somewhere that's got enough space that you and your 

partner can move. 

 

From there, you're gunna use the music 

In The Mood by Glen Miller. 

 

So, make sure to use that music when you're practicing 

and at any point you can pause this video 

to go over steps and rewind. 

 

Ready? 

Let's go! 

 



Lovely, once you've got your partner 

find a space on the edge of the room. 

Name yourselves numbers one and two. 

One! 

Two! 

 

Lovely, number ones and number twos 

you're gunna take eight counts to walk into the middle. 

 

So we go 

one, two 

three, four 

five, six 

seven, eight. 

 

Number ones are gunna present their hands on this one 

count 

so we go, one! 

 

And then number twos are gunna put their hand on 

number three count. 

Two, three! 

From there you wait for four 

on five you're gunna go away and point. 

 

Five! 

And then you're gunna twist your partner in 



six, seven, eight. 

 

Let's do that again from the top. 

 

Five, six, seven, eight. 

And one, two 

three, four 

five, six 

seven, eight. 

One, two 

three, four 

five, six 

seven, eight. 

 

Lovely, hope you got it. 

If you haven't, feel free to pause and practice as much as 

you need. 

 

From here, we're gunna do four poses, just like this 

now you can use your own poses that you wanna make up 

or, you can copy ours. 

So our ones are like this. 

 

 

We go 

one, two 

three, four 



swap 

two, three, four 

swap 

two, three, four 

swap 

two, three, four. 

 

And as you can see, you hold each pose for four counts. 

Got it? 

Great. 

 

From there, you've got eight counts 

to walk around the edge of the circle and follow your 

partner around. 

 

So if you're number one 

you're gunna be at the back and you go eight counts 

around. 

 

You go 

one, two 

three, four 

five, six 

seven, eight. 

 

Let's do that one more time. 

 



We go 

one, two 

three, four 

five, six 

seven, eight. 

 

Now, if you want to you can add in a hand hold at the very 

end. 

 

So where you actually present and hold your hand. 

And that would happen on seven and eight. 

So let's do it all again so that you know that. 

 

We go 

one,two 

three, four 

five, six 

seven, eight. 

 

Fantastic. 

The next section involves you and your partner walking 

forward and walking back. 

You walk forward for four counts 

and you walk back for four counts. 

And you always start on your right leg. 

 

So we go 



one, two 

three, four 

one, two 

three, four 

 

We'll do that again for you. 

 

So we go 

one, two 

three, four 

one, two 

three, four. 

 

Now we do that twice. 

 

If you want on the second time, and you're a little bit more 

advanced 

you can have a go at doing swivel feet 

which is like this. 

 

 

So we go 

one, two 

three, four 

and back, two 

three, four. 

 



But that's up to you. 

If that's too difficult 

feel free to just to keep it normal walking backwards and 

forwards. 

 

So once you've done your two sets of walking forwards 

and walking back the next phrase of moving is like this. 

So you're going to take your right leg 

your right leg's gonna kick forward and cross over the 

opposite person. 

 

Like so. 

 

From there, your left leg does exactly the same thing 

you kick over and in front, like this. 

 

Brilliant. 

 

From there, your right leg is gunna come and cross over 

the front and zebra cross. 

And then you're gunna step your left foot back 

and step together. 

 

So, in real time, it looks like this. 

 

five, six 

seven, eight. 



And, one, two 

three, four 

 

Brilliant. 

 

From there, we're gunna point away. 

And then we're gunna pull the opposite partner in 

and you're gunna swivel all the way round 

to go into a normal ballroom hold. 

Just like this. 

 

The next bit of movement is we're gunna step forward 

on our leg that's facing the front. 

 

So for me, number one, it is my right leg 

and for Emily, number two, it's her left leg. 

 

You step forward 

and then your inside leg 

you're gunna kick forward 

like so. 

 

From there, the left leg goes back 

and we're gunna kick back our right leg, like so. 

 

So the move altogether looks like this. 

We go 



step, kick 

step, kick 

step, kick 

step, kick 

step, kick 

step, together. 

 

So as you can see 

we do that, three times. 

On the last time 

you wanna step your feet in 

so they're facing together, like so.  

 

So let's just do the last one just for you so you can see it 

again. 

So find your hold, this is the number three. 

 

We step out 

kick, step back 

kick, step out 

kick and together with our feet. 

 

The last little bit of movement goes like this. 

 

We're gunna jump with our feet together 

either side of our partner. 

We jump down and out and back to the centre. 



From there we do the opposite side to the right side. 

 

We go in 

and back 

and we do that two more times. 

 

Nice. 

 

Last little bit, we've got two different things for you. 

Number one, if you want you can have a go at this nice 

little lift. 

 

So the person who's number one is gunna put our arms 

underneathe their armpits, bend our knees 

we're gunna lift nice and high and they're gunna jump nice 

and high and then we do our 180 degree turn. 

 

Just like this. 

Nice. 

 

If that's a bit too difficult 

or you don't feel comfortable doing that in your house 

which is understandable 

you can just go underneath the arm 

and they can go through the gap to land like this. 

 

Last but not least, finish it off 



we're gunna point and we're gunna pose 

and then you can freestyle! 

 

You can do whatever you want at the end to finish up the 

music. 

 

Maybe, you could even add on more yourself. 

 

Have fun with it, I hope you've enjoyed yourself. 

 

And send any clips or any recordings that you've done 

in to us. 

Thank you very very much. 

Have fun! 

 

[End of video] 


